INNOVATION IS AT THE HEART OF EVERYTHING WE DO

ABRASIVE TECHNOLOGY IS:
CRAFTSMANSHIP
We take pride in our work and take every detail into consideration. That’s how we ensure that our products continue to set the standard for quality and performance. Our customers don’t compromise on quality — and neither do we.

ABRASIVE TECHNOLOGY IS:
INGENUITY
Our culture is built around finding creative ways to solve problems for our customers. We work closely with customers in a broad range of industries to design and implement innovative solutions that enhance manufacturing processes as well as the overall bottom line.

ABRASIVE TECHNOLOGY IS:
EXPERIENCE
At the forefront of the superabrasives industry since 1971, Abrasive Technology has earned a reputation for excellence through thousands of successful applications across a broad range of industries. From the unsurpassed quality of our advanced superabrasive products to the unmatched expertise of our people, we’ve got what it takes to engineer the best solution for your specific needs. This is where you’ll find innovative thinking that’s precisely right for your most challenging applications.
From day one, Abrasive Technology has been a pioneer in the development of superabrasive products and processes. In fact, many of the industry’s most significant technological advances in the past four decades are attributed to our founder, Loyal M. Peterman Jr., and to our engineering teams.

VALUE-DRIVEN SOLUTIONS

Abrasive Technology is more than a supplier of innovative grinding wheels and tools. As leading experts in the field of superabrasive products, we help our customers address complex operational issues and optimize critical manufacturing processes. To us, a superior product line is just the beginning. Our goal is to make your operation more productive, more cost-effective and ultimately more successful.
THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE GRIND

After four decades in business, we remain focused on superabrasive grinding wheels and tools. It’s a science that we helped transform — and a craft that we’re working every day to perfect. Through continuous innovation and product enhancement, we meet the most demanding specifications and solve the most challenging applications.

QUALITY-ASSURED MANUFACTURING

Our facilities have the people, the processes and the equipment needed to achieve the highest standards for quality — as well as the industry’s leading QA certifications. This commitment to quality plays an integral role in our products’ superior performance in efficiency, tool life, removal rates and ease of implementation.
With multiple manufacturing and sales facilities ideally located around the globe, Abrasive Technology provides vast resources for our worldwide customers. These interconnected locations allow us to share resources and quickly meet our customers’ most challenging application needs in the most innovative way. From design through implementation, you’ll find that working with us around the world is always easy, efficient and collaborative.

GLOBAL PRESENCE TO SERVE YOU BETTER

Abrasive Technology associates share a deep commitment to quality that keeps us ahead of the curve. From sales to engineering to manufacturing, our people are problem solvers at heart. Their knowledge, experience and ingenuity are the key to our success — and yours.
CONNECT WITH US

For expert assistance with superabrasive applications, contact one of these Abrasive Technology offices.

ONLINE
WWW.ABRASIVE-TECH.COM

WORLD HEADQUARTERS
ABRASIVE TECHNOLOGY, INC
8400 GREEN MEADOWS DR. N.
P.O. BOX 545
LEWIS CENTER, OH 43035
USA
USA: 1.800.964.8324
TEL: 1.740.548.4100
FAX: 1.740.548.7617

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS
ABRASIVE TECHNOLOGY LTD.
UNIT 11 BOUNDARY BUSINESS COURT
92-94 CHURCH ROAD
MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 3TD
UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: 44.20.7471.0200
FAX: 44.20.7471.0202

Products shown
DUALFORCE™ HYBRID BOND
FLUTING WHEELS